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 “Social innovation is the process of developing and deploying
effective solutions to challenging and often systemic social and
environmental issues in support of social progress. Social innovation
is not the prerogative or privilege of any organizational form or legal
structure. Solutions often require the active collaboration of
constituents across government, business, and the nonprofit
world.”(Sarah A,)



 Target group 1( Silver age): They tent to have the knowledge
and the know-how but they lack the tools and the time to
make something new on their own

 Target group 2 (Rural Youth): They lack the know how, the
tools, the money, and the confidence to invest in social
innovation and start a new business

 Target group 3 (People with Disabilities): Due to
environmental issues and the lack of awareness even if they
have the knowledge and the know how, they are not included
in the society and in businesses



 Lack of digital literacy based knowledge
 Their needs are overlooked
 Financial Insecurity
 Tendency to view innovation from this age as

something negative
 Lack of social awareness



 Lack of experience and knowledge 
 Lack of networking
 Limited finances 
 Lack of motivation
 Fear of failure 
 Low self esteem 
 Low acceptance rate into the work labor 



 Environmental factors that limits them
 Social stigma
 Difficulty in in finding the right workplace
 Due to the competitive nature of this job they

are excluded
 Fear of exclusion
 Due to lack of awareness of society they can’t

have a proper education in such matter



 In all target groups they can be found similar
challenges they have to face.

 Overcoming those challenges is difficult but
not impossible.

 Into the creation of new training programs
and new curriculum it is important to take
into account those challenges with the goal to
overcome them.



 https://www.researchgate.net/profile/John-Field-
6/publication/235457777_Social_Capital_and_Lifelong_Learning/links/53f4c
4320cf22be01c3edcd6/Social-Capital-and-Lifelong-Learning.pdf#page=42

 https://www.frontiersin.org/articles/10.3389/fsoc.2019.00030/full
 https://www.inderscienceonline.com/doi/abs/10.1504/IJIRD.2011.038063
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